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Relationships are the bedrock of adult 

independence and happiness. Building strong and 

durable relationships is difficult for everyone, but 

especially for individuals on the spectrum. This talk 

will describe the importance of reciprocity as a 

concept and practice to establish and navigate 

relationships for individuals with ASD as they 

transition through puberty and into more complex 

adult social interactions. Discussion will cover 

common topics to be addressed, issues concerning 

recognizing, initiating, and refusing reciprocity with 

others, and online and print resources available to 



1. Attendees will be able to articulate rationales for 

teaching relationship skills and reciprocity as a 

concept. 

2. Attendees will be able to identify common areas 

of reciprocity training and how they impact an 

individual’s ability to establish and maintain healthy, 

voluntary relationships.

3. Attendees will be able to describe steps to teach 

reciprocity skills within the context of complex, adult 

relationships.

4. Attendees will be able to find, navigate, and use 

online and print resources available to help teach 



Agenda

Provide recommendations for building a quality, full life –including 

relationships, reciprocity, & intimacy

Explore reciprocity as a core concept in relationships

Resources

Answer questions and comments from you!



Opening ideas:

Not all relationships and friendships look the same either across 

time or across people

Different people value different levels and types of relationship

Failure is the norm –and that’s ok!



Puberty and Disability

Adolescents with disabilities experience puberty and develop sexual 

urges and interest exactly like their peers

Increased interest in and seeking of peer friendships

Majority express desire for intimate relationships (dating, marriage, family)



Risks

Increased desire for friends + poor social skills = Increased risk for bullying 

and exploitation

Desire for intimacy + Failure to distinguish social/non-verbal cues = 

Increased risk of negative social and legal consequences

A social safety net is an important protective factor in preventing abuse

and exploitation



Context

Relationships are building blocks of adult independence and 

happiness

Few individuals with autism develop friendships with same-aged peers 

Quality of life and successful independence closely tied to 

development of relationships

Ability to develop meaningful relationships linked to social skills



Building Relationships

It is important to teach how positive, healthy relationships form:

Relationships built on reciprocity 

The ability to recognize reciprocity in others and to offer it yourself 

are two of the fundamental skills required to build, maintain, and 

end healthy relationships



Goal is to create relationships that involve regular, voluntary, 

balanced exchange of reinforcers between both people

The value of any given relationship is linked to the amount of 

reinforcement being exchanged in BOTH directions. 



Teaching Reciprocity Recognition

Several skills required to use reciprocity as a relationship tool:

How to offer reciprocity first

How to recognize reciprocity in return

How to evaluate the equality of the exchange

How to REFUSE reciprocity



Teaching Reciprocity

How to offer reciprocity first:

It’s an investment

Young children

Obvious parallel play

Sharing

Offering a turn or inviting

If/Then exchanges

Adolescents/Young adults

Texting

Inviting to hang out

Offering to study/work together

Advanced token economies

Start small -less is more



Teaching Reciprocity Recognition

How to recognize reciprocity in return

It’s not always an “exact” or identical exchange

It may take time –the older they are the longer it 

may take

Prepare them to fail; teach an age-appropriate exit

Small initial offers are safer 

Most initiations will evoke no response, and require no 

further action beyond stopping the attempt

Not all adults or authority figures will want to “deal”



Teaching Reciprocity Recognition

How to evaluate equality of the exchange

In the moment

Is this a fair trade?

Effort, amount, and return

Over time

With established relationships, it’s rarely 100% equal at 

any given instant

Both should want to be there

As the adults, we should respect that this is a reasonable 

calculation for a child or adolescent to make



Teaching Reciprocity Recognition

How to REFUSE reciprocity:

Reciprocity is a CHOICE not an obligation

Avoid teaching that you “owe” someone something in return 

Avoid turning a choice into a power struggle

If you do not want to be in a relationship, the clearest signal is to 

NOT reciprocate, and the Importance of NOT saying that 

out loud –MOST of the time



Recognizing Coercion

MUST teach skills to recognize and respond to high-pressure or 

exploitative attempts at immediate reciprocity

MUST teach personal space autonomy and that they DO control who

can touch them and that they are allowed to say NO

MUST practice saying NO and backing that up with actions



It is vital that people learn about healthy and appropriate sexual 

behavior: 

Adolescents with disabilities experience puberty and develop 

sexual urges and interest exactly like their peers

They have right to full life experience, including intimacy

They will be interested and try to learn anyway



Some Resources

 A number of free resources with curriculum and 

training materials

 Include a variety of levels and skills



Skills across the Lifespan





https://vkc.vumc.org/healthybodies/







https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiJ38iF
pcnvAhXkAZ0JHW1MCRwQFjABegQIBhAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fddc.org%2Fsites%2F
default%2Ffiles%2Ffile%2Fpublications%2FSexuality%2520Guide-Educators-
English.pdf&usg=AOvVaw2zcwvCaZm1PrMPfRxlz8uV



http://3rs.org/3rs-curriculum/about-3rs/



Autism 

Speaks

Puberty &

Adolescence

Resource

https://www.autismspeaks.org/tool-kit/atnair-p-puberty-and-adolescence-

resource

http://www.autismspeaks.org/tool-kit/atnair-p-puberty-and-adolescence-


Autism 

Society

https://www.autism-society.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/LWA_Puberty.pdf

http://www.autism-society.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/LWA_Puberty.pdf


Online Resource List 

From Respect Ability

https://www.respectability.org/

resources/sexual-education-resources/

Online Resource List 

from Elizabeth Jackson

http://humboldtdspace.calstate.edu/bitstream/handle/2148/1931/Jackson_Elizabeth_Sp
2014.pdf?sequence=1

https://www.respectability.org/




https://siecus.org/resource
s/the-guidelines/





Questions or Comments?

Remaining time for questions and additional discussion of

situations/behaviors/tips


